Finish Them Up!

Finish each of these story problems. Make an addition story, a subtraction story, a multiplication story, and a division story. Then write a number sentence to solve each problem and write the answer.

1. Carrie bought 4 bags of birdseed. There are 25 pounds of birdseed in each bag. Each bag cost $8.

   Number Sentence: ______________
   Answer: ______________

2. Carrie bought a bird feeder for $6, a book about birds for $26, and a bird bath for $42.

   Number Sentence: ______________
   Answer: ______________

3. Carrie has 16 pictures of birds. She wants to display the pictures in rows on a piece of poster board.

   Number Sentence: ______________
   Answer: ______________

4. Carrie counted the birds she saw at the park. She counted 15 blue jays, 8 robins, and 12 wrens.

   Number Sentence: ______________
   Answer: ______________